
Head Lice – do you know if your children have them? 

 

Dear Parent/ Guardian, 

 

Head lice are caught by close head to head contact with someone who has headlice.  

Anyone with hair can catch them.  They live on clean and dirty hair.  Their only food 

is blood.  Head lice and their eggs are hard to see on the head.   

 

Lice can be on the head for many weeks before itching begins.  We all need to check 

our hair every week.  School children get head lice quicker because they spend their 

days in close contact with other children.  There are a few simple steps to removing 

headlice. 

 

What you need: 

 Wide tooth comb 

 Shampoo 

 Conditioner 

 Bug busting comb (available from pharmacy) 

 

Step 1 

Wash the hair with ordinary shampoo. 

 

Step 2 

Put on loads of conditioner.  Leave it in the hair. 

 

Step 3 

Comb the hair with the wide tooth comb to get out all the knots. 

 

Step 4 

Divide the hair into sections.  Using the bug busting comb, comb through the hair 

from the roots, touching the scalp gently. 

 

Step 5 

Draw the bug busting comb through to the tips of the hair.  Check the comb for lice in 

the foam between each stroke.  Remove any lice by wiping both sides of the comb on 

kitchen paper. 

 

Step 6 

Comb each section of the hair several times.  Look for lice on the comb and clean 

with kitchen paper.  Comb this section again until no lice can be seen on the comb.  

Then move onto the next section.  The hair should be wet when combing. 

 

Step 7 

Rinse the hair well.  Leave it dripping wet.  Again comb through the hair to get the 

last of the lice out. 

 

You must do this three more nights from the time they are found.  When a head is 

clear continue to check for lice in the weekly wash. 


